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Abstract

Paper I: We study how annual plants with and without growth con-
straints should optimize their flowering time when productivity or season
length changes. With a dynamic ontogenetic growth model and optimal con-
trol theory we prove that a bang-bang reproductive control is optimal under
constrained growth and constant mortality rate. We find that growth con-
straints can flip the direction of optimal phenological response for increasing
productivity. The reason is that the growth rate of vegetative mass satu-
rates at high productivity and therefore it is better to flower earlier and take
advantage of a longer reproductive period. If season length extends equally
both in the beginning and the end of the season, growth constraints control
the direction of the optimal response as well. Our theory can help explain-
ing phenological patterns along productivity gradients, and can be linked to
empirical observations made on a calendar scale.

Paper II: We introduce a new measure of tree crown-rise efficiency based
on the loss of biomass of the tree during growth. The more mass the tree
looses during growth, the less crown-rise efficient it is. Top-heavy shapes
loose more biomass than bottom-heavy shapes. Light-use efficiency is defined
as the mean light assimilation of the leaves in the crown times the ratio of
leaf mass and total mass. We then study the trade-off between light-use
efficiency to crown-rise efficiency for tree crown shapes. We assume that the
total tree mass is constant, and a constant vertical light gradient represent the
shading from a surrounding forest. We find large differences in crown shapes
at intermediate vertical light gradient, when both self-shading and mean-field
shading are important, suggesting light-use vs crown-rise efficiency as a new
trade-off that can explain tree diversity. Our crown-rise efficiency measure
could easily be integrated into existing forest models.

Paper III: We extend an evolutionary tree crown model, where trees with
different heights compete for light, with drought-induced mortality rates de-
pending on ground-water availability and the depth of an optional taproot.
The model does not include competition for ground water. Our model explains
how ground-water availability can shape plant communities, when taproot and
non-taproot strategies can coexist, and when only one of these strategies can
persist. We investigate how emerging plant diversity varies with water table
depth, soil water gradient and drought-induced mortality rate. The taproot
enables plants to reach deep water, thus reducing mortality, but also carries a
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construction cost, thus inducing a trade-off. We find that taproots maintain
plant diversity under increasing drought mortality, and that taproots evolve
when groundwater is accessible at low depths. There are no viable strategies
at high drought mortality and deep water table. Red Queen evolutionary dy-
namics appear at intermediate drought mortality in mixed communities with
and without taproots, as the community never reaches a final evolutionarily
stable composition.

Paper IV: We extend a size-structured plant model, with self-shading
and two evolving traits, crown top-heaviness and crown width-to-height ratio.
The model allows us to identify salient trade-offs for the crown shape. The
most important trade-off for top-heaviness is light-use efficiency vs crown-
rise efficiency, and the most important trade-off for width-to-height ratio is
self-shading vs branch costs. We find that when the two traits coevolve; the
outcome is a single common evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS), far away
from the highest net primary production (NPP). When only sun angle is
decreasing with increasing latitude both the crown width-to-height ratio and
crown top-heaviness decrease. However, when light response in addition to the
sun angle decreases with increasing latitude, the crown width-to-height ratio
is nearly invariant of latitude except at low site productivity when the ratio
decreases with latitude. Top-heaviness is always decreasing with increasing
latitude. Finally, we find that crown top-heaviness increases with the NPP or
leaf-area index (LAI) at ESS, but crown width-to-height ratio is maximal at
an intermediate NPP or LAI.
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Enkel sammanfattning på svenska

Artikel I: Arters reproduktionsframgång (fitness), till exempel antal av-
kommor eller frön som produceras under livet, är ofta avgörande för huruvida
de är evolutionärt framgångsrika eller inte. Här undersöker vi hur ettåriga
växter med eller utan tillväxtbegränsningar ska optimera sin blomningstid
när produktivitet eller säsongslängd ändras.

Det är optimalt att gå direkt från tillväxt till blomning när tillväxten är
begränsad och dödligheten är konstant. Vid ökad produktivitet sker blomnin-
gen tidigare med tillväxtbegränsningar men senare utan tillväxtbegränsningar,
vilket beror på att med tillväxtbegränsningar ökar den vegetativa massan
långsamt. Därför är det bättre att blomma tidigare och ta tillvara på en län-
gre reproduktionsperiod. Vi får samma resultat om säsongslängden ökar lika
mycket i början och slutet av säsongen.

Vår teori kan bidra till att förutsäga blomningstider vid produktivitets-
förändringar och säsongsförändringar.

Artikel II: Tillväxten hos träd kan begränsas av brist på ljus, vatten, och
näring, men också genom förlust av grenar. Vi introducerar ett nytt mått
på tillväxteffektiviteten hos trädkronor baserat på förlust av biomassa under
trädets tillväxt. Ju mer massa trädet förlorar under tillväxt, desto mindre
tillväxteffektiva är de. Topptunga former förlorar mer biomassa än botten-
tunga former. Vi studerar avvägningar mellan ljuseffektivitet och tillväxteffek-
tivitet för trädformer, där ljuseffektiviteten definieras som medelljusupptaget
för löven i kronan. Vi antar en konstant totalmassa, och en statisk vertikal
skuggning som representerar skuggningen från en omgivande skog.

Vi hittar stora skillnader i kronformer vid en medelhög skuggning, då
både självskuggningen och medelskuggningen har betydelse. Vårt mått för
tillväxteffektivitet kan enkelt integreras i existerande skogsmodeller.

Studien visar att avvägningar mellan tillväxteffektivitet och ljuseffektiv-
itetet kan vara viktig för mångfalden av trädformer i en skog. En överraskande
upptäckt är att konformade eller sfäriska trädkronor aldrig är effektiva, men
däremot timglasformade kronor.

Artikel III: Växter kan försvara sig på olika sätt mot torka, till exem-
pel genom att rulla ihop bladen eller genom att reproducera tidigare och
därigenom undvika uttdragen torka. Här undersöker vi fördelarna med en
pålrot vid torka. En pålrot är en rot som växer nedåt för att nå djupliggande
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grundvatten. Vi utvidgar en evolutionär modell av trädkronor med grund-
vatten och en pålrot, där träd med olika höjd konkurrerar om ljus. Det finns
ingen konkurrens om vatten. Vi undersöker hur mångfalden hos träden beror
på vattendjup, vattengradient och dödlighet orsakad av torka.

Med hjälp av pålroten kan träden nå djupt vatten och därigenom min-
ska dödligheten, men den medför också en kostnad, så en avvägning måste
göras. Vi ser att pålrötter upprätthåller mångfalden hos växterna vid ökad
mortalitet, och att pålrötter uppstår när grundvattnet är grunt. Det finns
inga strategier som kan överleva om grundvattnet är djupt och dödligheten är
hög.

Vår modell kan förklara hur grundvatten kan förändra sammansättningen
på trädsamhällen, när träd med och utan pålrot kan samexistera, och under
vilka förutsättningar endast en av strategierna förväntas dominera.

Artikel IV: Träd som växer upp i en skog måste konkurrera med andra
träd om ljus, framförallt större träd. Detta ger upphov till en asymmetrisk
ljuskonkurrens, där de små träden hämmas av större träd. Små träd har
därmed små chanser att överleva utom då skogen nyligen störts och det öpp-
nas upp en glänta. Vid denna ljuskonkurrens kan man anta att trädkronans
form har stor betydelse för trädets framgång. Frågan är hur de evolutionärt
fördelaktiga kronformerna beror på latituden och produktiviteten.

Vi antar att latituden påverkar solens genomsnittliga vinkel och ljusre-
spons. Vi utvidgar en storleksstrukturerad trädmodell med självskuggning
där två evolverande egenskaper beskriver kronans topptyngd och bredd. Med
modellen kan vi undersöka vilka strategiska avvägningar som bestämmer om
kronans form blir konkurrenskraftig. En topptung krona har högt ljusupptag
eftersom det finns mest ljus högt upp i grenverket. Å andra sidan har den en
låg tillväxteffektivitet eftersom topptunga kronor måste tappa mycket grenar
för att behålla sin form. En bred krona har en låg självskuggning eftersom
bladen är utspridda. Å andra sidan har den höga kostnader för de långa grenar
som krävs.

Vi finner att när dessa egenskaper evolverar tillsammans så finns endast
en evolutionärt stabil strategi (ESS), långt från den högsta nettoproduktio-
nen. När endast solvinkeln minskar med ökande latitud minskar både kro-
nans bredd och topptyngd, men när både solvinkel och ljusrespons minskar
med ökande latitud så är bredden nästan oförändrad utom vid låg produk-
tivitet då den minskar med latituden. Kronans topptyngd minskar alltid med
latituden. Slutligen ser vi hur kronans topptyngd alltid ökar med nettopro-
duktionen vid ESS, medan kronans bredd har ett maxium för ett mellanvärde
hos nettoproduktionen vid ESS.
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Chapter 1

Why are there so many plant
species?

The Earth harbors around 300 000 plant species (Kreft & Jetz, 2007). The
rich and complex environment provided by plants is considered a key factor for
the extraordinary diversity of the terrestrial fauna by for example providing
food and shelter (Hutchingson, 1959). This thesis contributes to the under-
standing of these questions by investigating how the interplay of physiology,
demography, and evolution gives rise to variation and diversity in fundamen-
tal plant traits. This will help us answer questions such as: How has this
amazing diversity of plant species emerged? Which mechanisms maintain di-
versity? How are plant strategies and plant diversity influenced by variations
in the environment?

A plant faces multiple problems to survive and reproduce successfully.
These problems can be modeled by considering traits, trade-offs and a fitness
measure. For example: How to maximize growth rate, while maximizing
structural stability? I will investigate four plant models in order to understand
the function of plants, and mechanisms promoting diversity.

1.1 Towards an understanding of plant diversity

To understand the history of species we can investigate fossil records, but
rarely, if ever, can we say why a certain species emerges at a specific place and
time. Questions about the number of species are easier to answer. Intuitively
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2 CHAPTER 1. WHY ARE THERE SO MANY PLANT SPECIES?

the number of species in an area is saturating with increasing area. The species
area concept goes back to, at least, the Swedish biochemist Olof Arrhenius.
In 1921 he published the article “Species and area” where he estimated the
number of species in a large area based on the number of species found in
a smaller area (Arrhenius, 1921). Later studies showed that the number of
species increases almost linearly with the logarithm of the area, i.e. the species
abundance can be approximated by a power function of the area (Preston,
1962). Species diversity S for a wide range of field data has been found to
follow the power law S = cAz where A is the sampled area, c depends on
the taxonomic group and z is typically 0 < z < 1. This relation is only
about the relative abundance and does not make any predictions of what
types of species that might be present. The power-law relation between the
number of species and the land area can be derived using a random migration
process where species invade from a common species pool and all species
have the same fitness according to the unified neutral theory of biodiversity
(UNTB), (Hubbell, 2001). Therefore patterns of species richness can be seen
as a consequence of random migration, and do not need to be explained by
fitness or niches. To understand the types of species we might encounter in
certain environments, we need to complement a taxonomical description of
species with description of their ecological functions (Falster et al., 2015).

Many ideas have been proposed for how biological diversity emerges and
is maintained, for example that intermediate productivity supports a high di-
versity (Fraser et al., 2015). According to the humped-back model (HBM)
hypothesis (Grime, 1973), diversity is at a maximum when productivity is
not so low that abiotic stress (e.g., drought) threatens survival, and not so
high that a few highly competitive species dominates. Still, the mechanism
behind the HBM is not well understood, and other studies could not con-
firm the HBM (Adler et al., 2011). Conversely, productivity can also be a
function of diversity, as found in a large study on grasslands (Tilman et al.,
2001). High diversity increases the productivity, measured as aboveground
biomass, in grasslands because of niche complementarity. Therefore an in-
creased number of species in the community allows the available resources
to be used more efficiently. We arrive at the somewhat unsettling conclusion
that diversity influence productivity, which influence diversity, and so on. The
relation between productivity and diversity has turned out to be one of the
most debated in ecology. A recent article shows that a structural equation
model can explain much more of the global variation than the hump-backed
relation (Grace et al., 2016), but this is most certainly not the last word in
this (end-less) debate.
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The species area relation and the hump-backed productivity model are
difficult to use when trying to predict global variations in plant diversity. The
hump-backed productivity model (HBM) claims that diversity is maximized at
intermediate productivity. Similarly the intermediate disturbance hypothesis
(IDH) claims that diversity is maximized at intermediate disturbance, since
then neither fast growing weak competitors (r-selected species) or slow grow-
ing strong competitors (K-selected species) will dominate. There are clear
similarities between the HBM and IDH. Through either intermediate produc-
tivity or disturbance the time to reach the equilibrium where only one species
dominates is delayed, or never reached. Also, if the biome area is increased the
time it takes to reach equilibrium can be expected to be longer, since seeds
can only travel a limited distance. This is one of the reasons that species
abundance goes up when the area increases according to the UNTB.

Our understanding of plant diversity has increased dramatically lately. It
has been found that high plant diversity promotes ecosystem services (Isbell et
al., 2011), and that loss of biodiversity is a major driver of ecosystem change
(Hooper et al., 2012). Kreft & Jetz (2007) claims to be able to explain around
70 % of the global variation in plant species richness where the precipitation
and habitat heterogeneity emerge as key predictors.

According to the competitive exclusion principle (CEP), first formulated
by Hardin (1960) but often attributed to Gause (1934), the potential for bio-
logical diversity is constrained by the number of available ecological niches. It
states that: ”If two species occupy the same niche, one of them will eventually
be outcompeted”. If a strategy is just slightly more successful in producing off-
spring it can grow more rapidly, and eventually outcompete the other species.
In the end the CEP cannot be proved or disproved (Hardin, 1960), but it is
still a very useful tool in many sciences, not only in ecology. Assuming that
the CEP is valid in market economy, two similar products should not be able
to coexist, but the principle often seems to be violated. For example: Why
have so many essentially equivalent soft drinks been able to coexist on the
market for so long time? One possible explanation, according to source-sink
dynamics, is that somewhere each of them is more favoured than the others.
In these strongholds a particular strategy will never be outcompeted, and can
always reinvade (Pulliam, 1988).

This example is just one out of many how the rules of CEP can be violated.
In a review Wright (2001) tries to explain the extremely high diversity in
tropical forests, based on violations of the CEP. Wright points out the Janzen-
Connell hypothesis as an underappreciated mechanism that could have a large
impact on species diversity. According to the Janzen-Connell hypothesis host-
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Ecology	

Evolu*on	 Environment	

Figure 1: Ecology, evolution and environment are all intertwined.

specific pests near conspecific adults reduce recruitment, thereby hindering
large mono-species areas in the landscape.

Even though it is tempting to explain diversity by factors violating the
CEP, niches can actually emerge out of competition for resources, for example
light. In a model with vertical light competition Iwasa et al. (1984) found a
polymorphic equilibrium where lower shaded, but less costly, crowns coexisted
with higher more expensive but less shaded crowns. Depending on the crown
thickness arbitrarily many coexisting species can be stacked in layers in the
vertical direction. Assuming a fixed crown thickness the Iwasa et al. model
can predict diversity given the incoming light intensity above the canopy. In
fact this was the only model that could produce a polymorphic equilibrium in
the review from 2003 by Falster & Westoby.

In the end UNTB, CEP, HBM and >100 (Wright, 2001) other theories
on diversity should not necessarily be viewed as opposing, but as comple-
mentary. UNTB has an extremely good fit to species area relations, but it
cannot explain how species emerge. The CEP can explain species emergence
through competition for a common resource (e.g., light), but niches are hard
to find both in nature and models of nature. There are now methods that
can simulate evolution of whole ecological communities influencing their own
environment (e.g., adaptive dynamics). Ecology, evolution and environment
are all intertwined. I believe that to understand plant diversity and plant
strategies we have to look at the intersection (Fig. 1). The truth is out there.
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1.2 Plants described through functional traits
and trade-offs

Plants need water, light, CO2, nutrients, and space to grow. Growth is
achieved through photosynthesis by assimilation of CO2. Too much light or
water can be harmful for the plants, but usually plant models assume that as-
similation is saturating with increasing resources (Iwasa et al. 1985, Falster et
al, 2011). Light levels can drop from 100% in the top canopy to about 1-2% at
the ground, and this light gradient suggests a possible mechanism for coexis-
tence. Shade-tolerant and slow-growing species thrive in the understory, while
shade-intolerant and fast-growing species occupy the upper canopy (Poorter,
2006). Shade tolerance and slow growth vs. shade intolerance and fast growth
is a trade-off believed to promote plant diversity, where slow growing trees are
associated with high leaf mass per area and low leaf nitrogen content (Díaz et
al., 2015).

Functional traits are usually associated with trade-offs. For example the
wood density can be related to fast and slow growth strategies in trees. On
the one hand high wood density is often related to slow growth and a long
life (e.g. spruce). On the other hand a low wood density is related to fast
growth and a short life (e.g. birch). Another example of a functional trait
with a trade-off is seed-size, where a plant can produce many small sized seeds.
These can easily disperse with the wind, but have low survival. Alternatively
it can produce few large seeds, which cannot disperse far, but can produce a
robust seedling with a high ability to compete.

Functional-structural plant models (FSPMs) and plant functional types
(PFTs) are two recent tools which have been developed to answer questions
about plant growth in agriculture and the role of plants in global climate
modelling. FSPMs are three-dimensional representations of plants with a high
degree of details, such as leafs and branches, making them ideal for crop science
and forestry. They are less suitable for studies in ecology, since ecology is
about interactions of individuals in populations, and handling the interaction
is computationally very costly with FSPMs because of their complexity. Some
attempts have been made to incorporate FSPMs into forest stands, but in
this case the population has to be simplified for example by assuming a static
population on a small area (Takenaka, 1994; Sievanen et al., 2008). With
increasing computing power eventually it will be possible to study population
dynamics and evolution using FSPMs. In global dynamic vegetation models
(DVMs), plants are usually represented as plant functional types (PFTs).
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Contrary to a FSPM a PFT is a rough description of a broad range of plants,
with very little details. To model evolution of global vegetation new tools have
to be developed. Presently the DVMs ignore evolution, and there are many
interesting questions in ecology and evolution that can only be answered by
considering large scale climate differences in biomes (Scheffer et al., 2015).



Chapter 2

Objectives

The main objectives of this thesis are listed below. This list grew out of the
interest to understand how plant strategies can be modelled with trade-offs
and functional traits. Especially I wanted to know how the evolved strate-
gies would respond to environmental changes, and also explore new possible
mechanisms for diversity. The objectives are all about finding the best plant
strategies where the environment is either static (Paper I & II), or frequency
dependent (Paper III & IV). I optimized the traits in the static environment,
and evolved the traits with techniques from adaptive dynamics in the fre-
quency dependent environment. This is a natural choice since in a static
environment without competition evolution is always optimizing (Metz et al.,
2008). I focus on three interrelated questions.

(1) How does variation of productivity and season length influence repro-
duction phenology of annual organisms with growth constraints? For plants
early reproduction implies a small vegetative mass able to produce few seeds
during a long remaining season, while a late reproduction implies a large veg-
etative mass able to produce many seeds during a short remaining season.

(2) How do traits increasing survival coevolve with traits increasing com-
petitiveness? Increasing survival implies higher costs. A deeper root increases
the resistance to droughts but also imply higher maintenance costs. Increasing
competitiveness also implies higher costs.

(3) How is tree crown architecture influenced by light? A more top-heavy
crown can assimilate more light and also overtop neighbours, but has higher
costs because of lower growth efficiency associated with increased wood lit-
ter and longer vascular transportation routes. A wider crown decreases self-
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8 CHAPTER 2. OBJECTIVES

shading, but has higher maintenance costs because of longer vascular trans-
portation routes.

These three questions can be boiled down to these objectives, which are
addressed in the papers contained in this thesis:

1. Find the optimal time for annual plants to reproduce given that growth
is constrained (Paper I).

2. Describe how rooting depth, which is increasing survival, coevolve with
shoot height, which is increasing competitiveness, under asymmetric
competition game for light (Paper III).

3. Characterize the response of crown shape to changes in light environ-
ment, both for optimized shapes without light competition (Paper II)
and evolved shapes with light competition (Paper IV).



Chapter 3

Methods of predicting trait
values

Darwin outlined the fundamental principles of natural selection. In the 20th
century, the genetic foundations of selection have been elucidated, resulting in
the modern synthesis. This explains how variation in strategies can be upheld
over shorter time frames, where genes code for strategies. Each strategy has
an associated fitness and, over time, strategies with higher fitness tend to be
realized. To determine which strategy is eventually established, one can try to
maximize a measure of individual fitness. This technique can be effective also
for time-dependent traits, in which the mathematical technique of optimal-
control theory is used.

The fittest of the strategies will produce most offspring, eventually out-
competing all other strategies, an outcome known as “Survival of the fittest”,
which was an expression coined by the English philosopher Herbert Spencer
(1820 - 1903) after reading Charles Darwin’s “On The Origin of Species”. But
which plants are the fittest? This question is complex. Here are a few possible
factors that influence fitness: (1) competition for light, water, and nutrients,
(2) positive and negative feedback from soil organisms, (3) herbivores and
predators eating herbivores, (4) priority effects where the first colonizer has
an advantage or disadvantage, and (5) large scale disturbances such as glacia-
tion.
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3.1 Optimal control

Finding the optimal control for a process is fundamental both in technology
and biology. Optimal control theory can for example help us in answering this
question: How to minimize the amount of fuel for a rocket during landing?
Using the available resources in the best way is also important for organisms.
Most organisms allocate production to growth, reproduction or storage and
the fraction of production varies over the lifetime of the organism. When is
it optimal to do what? Answering this question may help us understanding
the evolution of phenology, i.e., the seasonal timing of biological events. The
realized allocation strategies furthermore depend on the seasonal abiotic en-
vironment, such as precipitation and temperature, as well as on strategies of
other species. For example herbivores and pollinators can influence the alloca-
tion strategies of plants. In a situation where competition among plants and
inter-specific interactions (e.g., plant pollinator interactions) are negligible,
the problem of reproducing at the right time reduces to an optimal-control
problem, which is a well-established mathematical problem. There are three
basic concepts in optimal control theory:

• the control function, which describes how resources are allocated in time.
This function is typically a time-dependent variable controlling

• the dynamic system described by differential equations, and we optimize
the control to maximize

• the payoff function, for example the profit of a company or the repro-
ductive output of a plant.

Besides numerically optimizing the control function directly - which can be
computationally heavy or impossible in high-dimensional problems - there are
two principal ways of solving optimal control problems: by Pontryagin max-
imum principle or by the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman dynamic programming.
Often we are interested in characterizing the control: Is it a gradual control
or is it an immediate switch (i.e., a bang-bang control)?

Optimal control theory has been applied to life-history problems for over 40
years (Schaffer, 1983). Cohen (1971) first studied the optimal control problem
of reproduction for annual plants under both fixed and varied season lengths.
For fixed season length, he found a sharp transition from growth of vegeta-
tive mass to seed production (i.e., growth of reproductive mass), similar to
what is observed for crops such as maize, wheat, and barley. When seasons
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vary in length between years, as is the case for many wild desert plants, the
transition is instead gradual, which is a way to bet-hedge against the pos-
sibility of death. Cohen (1976) investigated constrained growth and various
survival functions and also in this case he found that bang-bang control is
optimal for both exponentially and linearly decreasing survival probabilities.
King & Roughgarden proved that multiple switches are optimal under varia-
tions in mortality on the vegetative and reproductive part (1982a), and that
gradual switching is optimal when the environment has temporal variations
(1982b). Iwasa & Roughgarden (1984) extended the original model by Cohen
with an extra root compartment, and found a balanced growth for root and
shoot until a point when suddenly root and shoot growth stopped, and all
growth was redirected to reproduction, but this result possibly hinges on soil
and water conditions, which were not modelled in detail. There are at least
two limitations to the mentioned life-history models: (1) The environment
is independent of the state of the organism, which means that for example
water cannot be depleted by plants. (2) They model annuals only. Finding
the optimal time to reproduce for perennials is a much harder problem, since
perennials have storage, which can be used between seasons (Mirochenko &
Kozlowski, 2014).

The Pontryagin maximum principle can be used to study optimal control
problems and in Paper I we show that a bang-bang reproduction control is op-
timal for annual plants with constrained growth and constant mortality. The
control problem is written as a maximization of a Hamiltonian, which contains
both the dynamics and the constraints in one form. The Hamiltonian was first
used in physics in a reformulation of Newtonian physics, where particles were
described by position x and velocity v. The Hamiltonian is related to the
Lagrangian in calculus of variation. We will now give an overview of how the
maximum principle was conceived from the problem of optimization with con-
straints and the Euler-Lagrange differential equations. The purpose is to give
an intuitive understanding about basic concepts such as the costates, which
can help us find the optimal control, and are related to Lagrangian multipliers.

The basic problem of calculus of variations can be formulated as the prob-
lem of finding an optimal curve x⇤ : [0, T ] ! <n that minimizes the functional

I[x(·)] :=
Z

T

0
L(x(t), ẋ(t)) dt,

It can be shown that this optimal curve also solves the Euler-Lagrange differ-
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ential equations (Theorem 4.1, Evans, 1983).

d

dt
[r

v

L(x⇤(t), ẋ⇤(t))] = r
x

L(x⇤(t), ẋ⇤(t)).

By setting v = ẋ and by defining the generalized momentum

p(t) := r
v

L(x(t), ẋ(t)),

we can rewrite the Euler-Lagrange differential equations into a first-order sys-
tem of ODEs for x and p. First we define the dynamical-systems Hamiltonian
H

H(x, p) = pv(x, p)� L(x, v(x, p)).

If x solves the Euler-Lagrange equations then the pair (x, p) solves Hamilton’s
equations (Theorem 4.2, Evans, 1983):

ẋ(t) = r
p

H(x(t), p(t))

ṗ(t) = �r
x

H(x(t), p(t)),

where p is the generalized momentum. The Pontryagin maximum principle
has many similarities to Hamilton’s equations. By adjusting the control ↵,
controlling the dynamics

ẋ(t) = f(x(t),↵(t))

x(0) = x0,

we intend to find an optimal control ↵⇤, maximizing the payoff P , that is

P [↵⇤] = max
↵2A

P [↵].

Here, A is the set of admissible controls and

P [↵] =

Z
T

0
r(x(t),↵(t)) dt+ g(x(T )),

where r is the running payoff, and g(x(T )) is the terminal payoff. In life-history
problems the terminal payoff is usually zero, since there is usually no extra
payoff by the end of the season. We define the control-theory Hamiltonian as

H(x, p, a) := f(x, a)p+ r(x, a).
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Now we state the main theorem:

Pontryagin maximum principle. Assume ↵⇤ is optimizing the payoff (P )
with the resulting trajectory x⇤. Then there exists a function p⇤ such that

ẋ⇤(t) = r
p

H(x⇤(t), p⇤(t),↵⇤(t)), (ODE)

ṗ⇤(t) = �r
x

H(x⇤(t), p⇤(t),↵⇤(t)), (ADJ)

and
H(x⇤(t), p⇤(t),↵⇤(t)) = max

a2A

H(x⇤(t), p⇤(t), a), (M)

with the terminal condition

p⇤(T ) = rg(x⇤(T )). (T)

It seems we have only complicated the optimization problem by introducing
the adjoint equations but it turns out it is the opposite way around. The
solution to the adjoint equation (ADJ) is known as a costate p⇤. The costate
can be thought of as a Lagrange multiplier, and the costate is useful in helping
us finding the state x⇤, just like adding a Lagrangian multiplier is useful in
calculus of variation.

The following example is from Evans (1983) but rewritten as a life-history
optimization problem for flowering of annual plants. We extend this example
in the Supplementary Information of Paper I where we derive the optimal
flowering control of annual plants with growth constraints and constant mor-
tality rate.

Example: The optimal flowering control problem for annual plants can be
formulated by defining x(t) as the vegetative mass at time t, and ↵(t) as the
allocation to vegative mass at time t. The vegetative mass grows according
to the (ODE)

ẋ(t) = x(t)↵(t)

x(0) = x0,

We want to find the allocation 0  ↵(t)  1 that maximizes the reproductive
output

P =

Z
T

0
(1� ↵(t))x(t) dt.
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To be able to apply the Maximum Principle we write down the Hamiltonian

H(x, p, a) = f(x, a)p+ r(x, a) = pxa+ (1� a)x = x+ ax(p� 1),

where f(x, a) = xa, g = 0, r(x, a) = (1 � a)x, and a is ↵(t) at some t. The
Hamiltonian is related to the vegetative mass dynamics (ODE)

ẋ(t) = H
p

= ↵(t)x(t),

and the adjoint dynamics (ADJ)

ṗ(t) = �H
x

= �1� ↵(t)(p(t)� 1).

At the end of the growth period the plant will not be rewarded by any bonus
so the terminal condition (T) is

p(T ) = g
x

(x(T )) = 0.

According to the maximality principle (M) the control a is chosen such that

H(x(t), p(t),↵(t)) = max
0a1

{x(t) + ax(t)(p(t)� 1)}.

From (M) we see that

↵ =

⇢
1 if p(t) > 1
0 if p(t)  1,

Close to T we know that p(t)  1 because the terminal condition (T) is
p(T ) = 0. Therefore ↵(t) = 0 close to T , giving ṗ(t) = �1 and p(t) = T � t.
The adjoint is p(t) = T � t as long as p(t)  1, which is true in this interval
T � 1  t  T . When instead t  T � 1 and at least when t is near T � 1
we must have ↵(t) = 1 since then p(t) > 1. The adjoint here moves like
ṗ(t) = �1 � (p(t) � 1) = �p(t). From the inital condition p(T � 1) = 1
we find the solution p(t) = eT�1�t > 1 to the (ADJ), which holds when
0  t  T � 1. So in this first time interval there are no switches and we have
found the optimal control

↵⇤ =

⇢
1 if 0  t  t⇤

0 if t⇤  t  T

and the optimal switching time t⇤ = T � 1. To summarize, we have found
that bang-bang control is optimal since ↵ is switching from 1 to 0 at time t⇤,
and we know that this switch will occur at time t⇤ = T � 1.
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3.2 Multi-objective optimization
In two dimensions the optimal points canonically form a curve, known as the
Pareto efficient front. This happens whenever the two objectives are con-
flicting, i.e., when there is a trade-off between the objectives. The Pareto
efficient front is defined as the strategies, which cannot be improved in one
of the objective functions without degrading one of the other objectives. For
example, in engineering the goal could be to design a vacuum cleaner that
is both durable and inexpensive. Obviously, these two objectives cannot be
optimized simultaneously, since there is a trade-off between quality and price.
Thus, both a durable, but expensive, vacuum cleaner and a short-lived, but
inexpensive, vacuum cleaner could be successful on the market, since both po-
tentially have a good value for money. What does it mean for a strategy to be
Pareto efficient? To answer this question we need to define the optimization
problem, and also define when a strategy (solution) is better (dominating).

The multi-objective optimization problem (Deb, 2001): Minimize or
maximize the functions f

m

(x),m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ; where x 2 <n is a vector of
n decision variables, subject to the constraints:

g
j

(x) � 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , J ;

h
k

(x) � 0, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K;

xL

i

 x
i

 x,

i

i = 1, 2, . . . , n

To maximize this function we need to define when a solution is dominating
another solution.

Definition of Pareto efficiency: A solution x

(1) is dominating a solution
x

(2), if the following two condition are fulfilled:

1. The solution x

(1) is no worse than x

(2) in any objective.

2. The solution x

(1) is strictly better than x

(2) in at least one objective.

To find the Pareto efficient front, one can generate a large number of strate-
gies and then identify the strategies that are optimally balancing the objective
functions, i.e. the points that fulfil the definition of Pareto efficiency above.
This is a very inefficient method since most of the generated strategies will lie
in the centre of a cloud of strategies and therefore are inefficient. A smarter
way to find the Pareto efficient front is by evolutionary algorithms, invented in
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the 1960s and 1970s by Ingo Rechenberg and others, where successful strate-
gies cross and give rise to more successful offspring. We use the Matlab genetic
algorithm (GA) “gamultiobj” which is a variant of NSGA-II (Deb, 2001). It
is based on a controlled elitist genetic algorithm where individuals that have
a lower fitness, which preserves diversity, can be favoured, instead of only
favouring elite individuals with the highest fitness.

Although fitness maximization can be a very useful technique, it does not
offer an ultimate explanation for how different strategies coexist in nature. To
address the problem of coexistence, we next consider the concept of frequency-
dependent selection.

3.3 Adaptive dynamics

The paper “The logic of animal conflict” laid the foundation for evolutionary
game theory with frequency-dependent selection (Maynard-Smith & Price,
1973), together with two other influential papers advocating the concept of
an ecological unbeatable strategy (Hamilton, 1967; Maynard-Smith, 1982).
Maynard-Smith & Price devised an evolutionary simulation model with five
pure strategies explaining why animals tend not to use lethal strategies when
competing, for example for mates. It suggested an explanation of why limited
aggression is a better strategy than unlimited war for any animal conflicts (and
also human conflicts). Only discrete strategies are allowed. Specifically, the
participants in the game can play Mouse, Hawk, Bully, Retaliator, or Prober-
Retaliator. In adaptive dynamics theory, which has been developing since the
1990s, strategies are instead continuous and interaction among strategies is
not limited to two-opponent contests (Metz et al., 1996).

For the evolutionary analysis in this thesis we use techniques from adap-
tive dynamics (Dieckmann & Law, 1996; Geritz et al., 1998; Dercole & Ri-
naldi, 2008; Brännström et al., 2013). Adaptive dynamics is based on three
assumptions: (1) clonal reproduction, (2) the separation of ecological and evo-
lutionary timescales, and (3) a trait that can be expressed numerically with
a value (Metz et al., 1996). It is implicit that the strategy is identified by its
trait value. The success of an invading mutant m can be determined exclu-
sively from its interaction with the resident population r, assumed to be at
a demographic attractor. Stated in another way, adaptive dynamics assumes
that mutations are infrequent and that the outcome can be inferred from the
mutant’s growth rate when still rare. While these simplifications are never
completely true in real ecological systems, adaptive dynamics is a useful tool
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for investigating evolutionary processes. A central element in adaptive dy-
namics is the canonical equation (Dieckmann & Law, 1996), which describes
the resident evolutionary dynamics in the fitness landscape. This landscape
is formed by the invasion fitness of the mutant strategies, and is continuously
shifting as the residents are replaced by more fit mutants. Residents always
evolve in the direction of increasing fitness. The strategy at selection gradi-
ent zero is called a singular strategy. As the resident approaches a singular
strategy the fitness landscape can turn into a peak or a valley. To determine
what will happen next we have to analyse the singular strategy. If the singular
strategy cannot be invaded by any mutant it is an evolutionarily stable strat-
egy (ESS), and if the ESS is attracting it is a convergence stable ESS which
we call a continuously stable strategy (CSS), or even better, an evolutionarily
attracting strategy (Diekmann, 2003). If the singular strategy is not an ESS
two new strategies can potentially form through evolutionary branching, thus
diversifying the population.

Graphically, adaptive dynamics of a single resident can be studied through
a pairwise invasibility plot (PIP) showing the combinations of resident and
mutant strategies (i.e. their trait values) enabling invasion. Invasion fitness of
a mutant with trait value m in an environment set by residents with trait value
r is measured by s

r

(m). This is the established notation for the function s
depending on r and m, so s

r

(m) = s(r,m). In standard notation, the resident
strategies are in the horizontal direction, mutant strategies are in the vertical
direction, positive invasion fitness s

r

(m) > 0 is indicated by (+) and negative
invasion fitness s

r

(m) < 0 by (-), see Fig. 2.
The selection gradient is defined as the derivative of the invasion fitness,

with respect to the mutant trait. At the singular strategy r̂ the selection
gradient is zero 

@

@m
s
r

(m)

�

m=r=r̂

= 0,

meaning that this is the end of directional evolution. The PIP allows us to
identify if the singular strategy is an ESS, and if it is convergence stable.
A singular strategy that is both convergence stable and an ESS is shown in
Fig 2a, and a singular strategy that is convergence stable but not an ESS is
shown in Fig 2b. In the latter case a dimorphic population can emerge once
the population has reached the singular strategy since both mutants above
and below can invade.

In the PIP, an ESS is a point where nearby mutant strategies has negative
invasion fitness, i.e. a vertical line through the ESS is in the (-) area. In other
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words neighbouring mutant strategies cannot invade. The condition for an
ESS is 

@2

@m2
s
r

(m)

�

m=r=r̂

< 0,

This does not say anything about if this strategy is possible to reach in small
mutational steps, i.e. if the strategy is convergence stable. The ESS is con-
vergence stable if the derivative of the fitness gradient with respect to the
resident is less than zero

@

@r

✓
@

@m
s
r

(m)

�

m=r

◆

r=r̂

=


@2s

@m@r
+

@2s

@m2

�

m=r=r̂

< 0. (*)

such that the selection gradient is a decreasing function near the singular
strategy, i.e. for m < r the selection gradient is positive and for m > r the
selection gradient is negative. Since s

r

(r) = 0 along the main diagonal in the
PIP also the second derivatives must be zero

0 =

✓
d

dr

◆2

s
r

(r) =


@2s

@r2
+ 2

@2s

@m@r
+

@2s

@m2

�
, (**)

using (**) we can simplify (*) and we find this condition for convergence
stability 

@2s

@r2

�

m=r=r̂

>


@2s

@m2

�

m=r=r̂

.

In the PIP, a singular strategy is convergence stable when mutant strategies
on a horizontal line through the ESS have positive invasion fitness.

A convergence stable ESS can be identified as a point where resident strate-
gies with a slightly lower trait value will be outcompeted by mutants with a
higher trait value, and resident strategies with a slightly higher trait value will
be outcompeted by mutants with a lower trait value. In practice, only points
that are attracting (i.e. convergence stable) are interesting. An ESS that is
not convergence stable is called a “Garden of Eden”, since once you get there
you cannot be outcompeted by any mutant strategy, but if you are thrown
out there is no way of finding your way back. Attracting points can however
be unstable (i.e. not an ESS), and form the branching point of two new di-
verging strategies. These strategies are mutually invasible if two strategies
m and r close to the singular strategy r̂ both have positive invasion fitness
s
m

(r) > 0 and s
r

(m) > 0, which is also called a protected dimorphism. The
-45� line m = 2r̂ � r passing through both the r and m strategies must lie in
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the positive fitness area, at least locally. At r̂ there must be a local minimum
of s

r

(2r̂ � r), telling us that the second derivative of s
r

(2r̂ � r) is positive

@2s

@r2
� 2

@2s

@m@r
+

@2s

@m2

�

m=r=r̂

> 0,

and using (**) we find the condition for a protected dimorphism

@2s

@r2

�

m=r=r̂

>


� @2s

@m2

�

m=r=r̂

.

A singular point is a branching point if it is not an ESS

@2s

@m2

�

m=r=r̂

> 0,

and it is convergence stable if

@2s

@r2

�

m=r=r̂

>


@2s

@m2

�

m=r=r̂

.

Combing these two conditions we find the condition for a branching point

@2s

@r2
>

@2s

@m2
> 0.

After branching has occurred the system turns into a dimorphic system where
the invasion fitness is defined as s

r1,r2(m). Dimorphic populations can be
analysed by trait evolution plots (TEP), where the direction of evolution is
shown instead of the fitness. In the PIP, this corresponds to positive invasion
fitness mutants locally on both a horizontal and a vertical line through the
attracting point. The mathematical definition of the concepts of adaptive
dynamics ESS, convergence stability, divergence conditions, PIPs and TEPs
can be found in the original article (Metz et al., 1996), or in more easily-
accesible presentations (Diekmann, 2003; Brännström et al., 2013).

Adaptive dynamics have emerged out of population genetics, population
dynamics and evolutionary game theory. The main contribution of adap-
tive dynamics is perhaps that it has revived the idea of sympatric speciation,
which previously was, and perhaps still is, regarded as very esoteric or even
impossible. Subsequent work on adaptive dynamics has investigated branch-
ing processes, spatial evolution, size-structure, and stochastic foundations,
just to mention a few research directions. Interestingly, adaptive dynamics
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have also created some controversy (Waxman & Gavrilets, 2005). Waxman
and Gavrilet’s main objection against adaptive dynamics seems to be that it
is too technical for evolutionary biologists to be useful. Still adaptive dynam-
ics make many simplifying assumptions, such as the separation of timescales,
where evolutionary dynamics is expected to be much slower than ecological
dynamics. In a broader sense, an individual based model without separation of
ecological and evolutionary timescales can be considered within the framework
of adaptive dynamics, and also here branching processes have been observed
(Haller et al., 2013).

In this thesis we use adaptive dynamics both for unstructured (Paper III)
and structured populations (Paper IV).
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Figure 2: Pairwise invasibility plots (PIPs) showing monomorphic evolution,
assuming the invasion fitness in purple (positive) and white (negative). Arrows
indicate the direction of evolution where mutants with a higher fitness invade
and replace the residents in small mutational steps. We assume the population
is converging to a singular strategy in the centre in (a) and (b). At the diagonal
where r = m the mutant and resident have the same strategy and therefore
s
r

(r) = 0. In (a) the population converges to an evolutionarily stable strategy
(ESS), since the vertical dashed line going through the singular point is in the
negative area where no mutant can invade. In (b) the population converges
to a branching point (no ESS), where branching to a dimorphic population
can occur, since the vertical dashed line going through the singular point is
in the positive area where mutants can invade.
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Chapter 4

Models of plant evolution

Natural selection is a complex process, and since it was first proposed by
Charles Darwin our understanding of evolutionary processes has advanced
quite a bit. Still, there are large uncertainties in how ecology and evolution
are intertwined. For example, there are millions of base pairs in the genome
of all higher organisms encoding for a myriad of traits, but still most eco-
evolutionary models only consider one or two traits for analytical tractability
or computational reasons. Simplifications have to be made whenever mod-
elling life and evolutionary processes. In this thesis I omit detailed genetics
and always assume clonal reproduction, even though it is possible and perhaps
even likely that these factors could have an impact on our results.

Here I give an outline of the four models used in the four papers, with an
emphasis on their differences (Table 1 and Fig. 3). I focus on traits, trade-
offs and fitness measures. Traits are evolving, or optimized, parameters of the
models, and trade-offs arises when as one fitness component increases another
fitness component must decrease. According to Wikipedia: “A trade-off (or
tradeoff) is a situation that involves losing one quality or aspect of something
in return for gaining another quality or aspect”. For example if a tree is
higher it can assimilate more light but it will also have to pay higher costs for
the longer trunk. The basic reproduction ratio is the most commonly used
measure for fitness in evolutionary studies, but many other measures have
been suggested (Dewar et al., 2009). Plants are assumed to maximize gross
primary productivity (McMurtrie et al., 2008), net growth rate (Franklin,
2007), net primary productivity (Mäkelä et al., 2008), or entropy (Dewar,
2010).

23
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Table 1. Summary of papers
Feature Paper I:

Optimal
flowering

time

Paper II:
Optimal

tree crown
shape and

height

Paper III:
Evolution of

root and
shoot

Paper IV:
Evolution of
tree crown

shape

Ontogenetic
growth

Yes No No Yes

Frequency
dependent
selection

No No Yes Yes

Evolving
traits

Flowering
time

Functional
shape and

height

Shoot
height and
root depth

Crown
width-to-

height ratio
and crown

top-
heaviness

Focal
trade-offs

Vegetative
mass at

maturation
vs length of
reproductive

period

Light-use vs
crown-rise
efficiency

Shoot
height vs

root depth

Light-use vs
crown-rise
efficiency

Objective
functions

Reproductive
output

Light-use
and

crown-rise
efficiency

Basic
reproductive

ratio

Basic
reproductive

ratio

Light
assimilation

Saturating
with mass

Depends on
self-shading

and tree
height

Depends on
tree height

Depends on
self-shading

and
mean-field
shading

Constraints Saturating
growth

depending
on plant

mass

Mass of leaf
and mass of
branches are

constant

Respiration
and

turnover
cost

depending
on shoot
height +

root depth

Respiration
and

turnover
increasing

non-linearly
with leaf
mass*

*The complete list of growth constraints also includes crown shape
dependent growth efficiency, and crown shape dependent mass of sapwood

and heartwood.
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Time	

More	light	

Less	light	

Paper	II	

More	light	

More	water	

Less	water	

Paper	III	

Drought	

More	light	

Less	light	

Paper	IV	

One-objec)ve	op)miza)on	 Mul)-objec)ve	op)miza)on	

Paper	I	

Freq.	dep.	selec)on,	no	size	structure	 Freq.	dep.	selec)on,	size	structure	

Less	light	

Figure 3: The thesis starts with one-objective optimization of the flowering
time of annual plants with growth constraints and the influence of productivity
and season length (Paper I). We continue with multi-objective optimization
of tree crown shape with trade-off between light-use and crown-rise efficiency
(Paper II). Then we move on to frequency dependent selection where we study
the evolution of root-shoot allocation in non-structured tree populations de-
pending on the ground water availability (Paper III). Finally we evolve the
tree crown shape in a size-structured population depending on productivity,
latitude and light response (Paper IV).

The four papers in this thesis are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 3. On the
one hand (Paper I & II) I treat evolution as an optimizing process, where only
one strategy can exist, i.e., no coexisting strategies are possible. I consider
both the optimal time to reproduce for annuals (Paper I), and the optimal
shape for trees in a static environment (Paper II). I assume the environment
is static, which means that first there is no feedback from the individuals to
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Environment	
•  Light	
• Water	
• Nutrients	

		Individual	
• Growth	
• Reproduc<on	
• Mortality	

Popula<on	
• Compe<<on	
• Coopera<on	
• Mutualism	

Figure 4: The feedback loop of Individual ! Population ! Environment !
Individual. For each compartment the processes related to that compartment
are listed in the bullet points, but the processes cannot in general be isolated
to just one compartment since they are interdependent.

the environment in the system, and second that abiotic factors are constant
throughout the season. On the other hand (Paper III & IV) I investigate
frequency-dependent selection, where the fitness of a phenotype depends on
its frequency relative to other phenotypes in a population. First I consider
an unstructured population in a root-shoot allocation model (Paper III), and
second we consider size-structured populations in a crown shape model (Paper
IV). In Paper III I ignore the individual compartment in Fig. 4, while in Paper
IV I consider all three compartments in the feedback loop in Fig. 4.
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4.1 Optimizing flowering time (Paper I)
In Paper I we focus on the trade-off between vegetative growth and reproduc-
tive growth for annual plants. We consider a single strategy in isolation. We
ask how the optimal flowering time of annual plants with constrained growth
depends on productivity and season length. Growth constrains could, for ex-
ample, be caused by self-shading, structural costs, or sibling competition, but
we use phenomenological models without detailed physiology. The fitness of
a plant is determined by its reproductive mass by the end of the season, and
the plant strategy is the timing of the reproduction onset, i.e., the flowering
event. Because the plant has limited resources to put into growth, there is a
natural trade-off between vegetative growth and reproductive growth governed
by a control function u(t). If u(t) = 1, all growth is directed into vegetative
growth, and if u(t) = 0, all growth is directed into reproductive growth. Using
techniques from optimal-control theory (see introduction and Supporting In-
formation), we prove that the optimal flowering-time strategy for a plant with
constrained growth and constant mortality is to invest all available energy
into vegetative growth u(t) = 1 in the early growth season, and then switch
at some optimal time t⇤

F

to put all available energy into reproductive growth
u(t) = 0, for the remaining growth season. This so-called ”bang-bang” strategy
was also found previously by Cohen (1976), using a step-function technique
in a related but different model framework. Vegetative mass V growth rate is
controlled by u(t) 2 [0, 1] and the biomass production rate F (V )

dV

dt
= u(t)F (V ),

where V (t0) = V0 and F (V ) gives exponential, logistic or West-Brown-Enquist
growth. Reproductive mass growth is described by

dR

dt
= (1� u(t))F (V )s(t),

where s(t) = exp(�mt) is the survival of the plant with mortality rate m.
In the paper we set m = 0 and we show in the Supporting Information that
mortality does not qualitatively change our results. Because of the bang-bang
control the reproductive output, which is the reproductive mass R(E) by the
end of the season E, has a simple form

W (t⇤
F

) =

Z
E

t

⇤
F

F (V (t))s(t) dt =
F (V (t⇤

F

))

m
(e�mt

⇤
F � e�mE).
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Reproductive output defines the fitness of the plant and is the objective func-
tion we optimize with respect to the flowering time t

F

, where the optimal
flowering time is denoted t⇤

F

.

4.2 Optimization of crown shapes for efficient
growth (Paper II)

In Paper II we investigate trade-offs in tree-crown shape maximizing light-use
and crown-rise efficiency using multi-objective optimization (see chapter 3).
As in Paper I, we consider one strategy in isolation. We assume the total
mass is constant for all trees, regardless of the crown shape, to simplify shape
comparisons. The shape of the crown is described by a contour fitted to a
set of crown widths at equidistant height intervals (a piecewise cubic Hermite
interpolating polynomial), and the crown height. The crown width is scaled
such that the total mass is constant, using the pipe-model by Shinozaki et
al. (1964a, 1964b). From the crown shape we determine the crown volume.
Light-use efficiency is based on photosynthesis of plants, and is modelled as a
light absorption process, governed by Beer-Lamberts law

L =
m

l

MV

Z
F (z) exp(�cd(z)A/V ) dV,

where z is a point in the crown, and d(z) is the distance to this point. We
multiply by m

l

/M (leaf mass/total mass) to account for mass-use efficiency.
The absorption depends on the absorption coefficient c, the static shading
from neighbouring trees F (z) only depending on height above ground, and
the shading of the crown on itself. The self-shading of the crown depends on
the density of leaf area per volume, which is the constant total leaf area A
divided by the variable tree volume V . Self-shading also depends on the shape
of the tree and the incident sun angle. The crown-rise efficiency depends on
how much biomaterial is lost during growth, assuming that the plant shape is
constant. Crown-rise efficiency might seem like a strange objective to optimize
in a tree model with static trees without growth, but crown-rise efficiency only
depends on the shape and not the size of the tree (Supporting Information).
The lost biomaterial is defined as the mass in the non-intersecting crowns
f(m1,m2) for a small tree m1, and a slightly larger tree m2, assuming that
the small and large trees have the same shape, the trees scale isometric and
biomass is homogeneous inside the crown
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C(m1,m2) =
m2 �m1

m2 �m1 + f(m1,m2)

To find the crown-rise efficiency of a tree of mass m we set m1 = m,
m2 = m + dm and take the limit of dm ! 0. A top-heavy crown loses more
biomaterial than a bottom-heavy crown during growth, since a bottom-heavy
crown can reuse more biomaterial during growth than a top-heavy crown.

The Pareto-efficient front constitutes the trade-off between light-use and
crown-rise efficiency, and tree shapes on this front are optimal. We optimize
light-use and crown-rise efficiency as an inroad to Paper IV where reproductive
output is maximized in a size-structured evolutionary model.

4.3 Root-shoot evolution under frequency de-
pendency (Paper III)

In Paper III we investigate the coevolution of root depth and shoot height in a
tree model without ontogenetic growth where the environment is described by
ground water distribution and light intensity. Plants have many well-known
strategies to survive droughts, such as leaf rolling, closing of stomata, and
advanced reproduction. Less is known about the importance of a tap root
(i.e., a deep root) to survive droughts. The tap root is difficult to study in the
field since it grows deep, down to 20 meters in tropical forests. It is important
for water circulation since it links the trees to large groundwater reservoirs.
Our model is an extension of the Iwasa et al. (1985) model, where it was
shown that tree crowns competing for light could coexist at different heights.
We have added a deep root to this model that reduces the drought-induced
morality m(y) of the plants, with y representing the depth of the root. There is
no competition for water. Light assimilation depends on the shading of taller
trees, which results in size-asymmetric competition for light. Tree height,
henceforth denoted x, is static in ecological time, i.e. there is no within-
population size structure. Both the shoot height and root depth strategies are
allowed to evolve. We study coevolution with tools from adaptive dynamics
(see Methods). The dynamics of the density of individuals N(x, y) depends on
the community of other plant strategies N

C

, and is described by the differential
equation

dN(x, y)

dt
= N(x, y)F (x, y,N

C

),
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where
F (x, y,N

C

) = f(L(x,N
C

))� c(x, y)�m(y).

Here the first term is the light assimilation, the second term is the metabolic
cost, and the third term is the intrinsic mortality rate. The feedback of the
community N

C

on the population N(x, y) is a key element in the adaptive
dynamics framework. Light assimilation depends on the shading function
L(x,N

C

), which is derived from the assumption that the contribution of an
individual tree to the total shading is linearly increasing inside the tree crown
and constant below the tree crown. Interaction between the trees occurs only
through shading. The tree-crown thickness k is an important parameter in
the model, essentially controlling the species richness, since tree crowns form
tight layers that do not overlap.

Both the shoot and the tap root give rise to metabolic costs,

c(x, y) = c0 + (c2(c1x+ y))q

where c0, c1, c2, and q are constants. This cost function links the above ground
trait x and the below ground trait y, and induces a natural trade-off between
these two traits.

4.4 Crown shape evolution in size-structured
populations (Paper IV)

In a structured population model, individuals differ in one or more structuring
variable. Populations can, for example, be size, age or spatially structured.
Population structure adds ecological realism but also introduces additional
complexity since dynamics of individuals, such as growth and death, canoni-
cally changes with the structuring variable(s). A structured population model
can be stage structured or continuously structured, where the stages could,
for example, be juveniles and adults. Stages simplify the process of finding a
solution, but come with a set of assumptions. For example, with only two age
classes, juveniles and adults, the underlying assumption is often that growth
is stepwise, and that growth ceases immediately once a juvenile turn into an
adult, when all resources are put into reproduction (i.e., a bang-bang strat-
egy).

The basic idea of a feedback between the environment and the popula-
tion density is the same as for unstructured population models. Formally,
the mechanisms are defined at the individual level (the i-level). This problem
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is then transferred to the population level (the p-level), where phenomena
can be studied (Diekmann et al. 1998, 2001). The four main processes are:
growth, mortality, reproduction, and environmental feedbacks. (1) Growth
transports individuals from a smaller size to a larger size. (2) Mortality re-
moves individuals from the population. (3) By reproduction juveniles emerge
from mature individuals. (4) The population changes the mean-field environ-
ment which feedbacks on individual growth, mortality, and reproduction. The
latter dependencies are often mediated through the availability of one or more
shared resources. Environmental feedbacks thus depend on the structure of
the population.

In Paper IV we study the evolution of tree-crown shape in size-structured
populations. We extend a recent metapopulation model by Falster et al.
(2011) to incorporate self-shading, crown-rise efficiency, and explicit branch
costs, all depending on the tree’s crown shape. The Falster et al., model
describes population density through a partial differential equation (PDE).

Within patches, the density of plants n(⌘, w,m
l

, a) with two-trait strategy
(⌘, w), leaf mass m

l

and age a is governed by the equation
@

@a
n(⌘, w,m

l

, a) = �d(⌘, w,m
l
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with the growth rate g(⌘, w,m
l

, a), mortality rate d(⌘, w,m
l

, a), seedling sur-
vival during dispersal ⇡0, seedling survival during germination ⇡1(⌘, w,ml,0, a),
and rate of seed production f(⌘, w,m

l

, a). The resident strategy (⌘, w) has
the seed rain y

⌘,w

which is the rate of seed produced by the forest per square
meter. The seed rain y

⌘,w

is defined at the ecological equilibrium. The seed
rain integral is over patch frequency p(a), such that seed rain is defined in
the metapopulation framework. We define the invasion fitness for a mutant
(⌘0, w0) by F , which is the logarithm of the basic reproduction ratio R0, where
R0 is the mutant seed rain and resident seed rain ratio

F = log
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Here y
⌘

0
,w

0 is the seed rain from the mutant strategy growing in the resident
environment, with the same boundary conditions as the resident.



Chapter 5

Results

Recall our first objective:
Objective 1: Find the optimal time for annual plants to reproduce given

that growth is constrained.

In Paper I we use an established optimal flowering time model for annuals
(Cohen, 1971; Johansson et al., 2013), with three types of growth: expo-
nential (unconstrained), logistic (constrained) and West-Brown-Enquist (con-
strained). For all these types of growth we can prove an immediate switch
from vegetative growth to reproduction (Supporting Information). For un-
constrained growth increasing productivity always delays flowering, but for
constrained growth this is only true if productivity is low. At high levels of
productivity flowering is instead advanced. We define the season in two ways,
(1) either the season length only changes the end of the season, or (2) the sea-
son length changes both the beginning and end of the season. In the first case
increasing the season length always delays flowering, regardless of the growth
type. This is not true in case (2), where increasing the season length also can
advance the flowering time. The optimal flowering time response therefore is
influenced both by the productivity and the season length. We get delayed
optimal flowering time when growth is unconstrained and advanced optimal
flowering time when growth is constrained. Our results also carry over to
annual insects, if the insects have a clear division between the growth phase
and the reproductive phase.

Objective 2: Describe how rooting depth, which is increasing survival,

coevolve with shoot height, which is increasing competitiveness, under asym-

metric competition game for light.
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In Paper II our model is based on the Iwasa et al. (1985) model, extended
with a tap root. We find four possible communities: (1) only trees without
a tap root, (2) only trees with a tap root, (3) trees both with and without a
tap root, (4) extinction of all trees (i.e., no viable strategies). Communities
without a tap root emerges when drought mortality is low and the water table
is deep. When drought mortality increases we first see a mixed community
and later a pure tap root community. However, if the water table is deeper,
increasing the drought mortality will eradicate all strategies. A sharp water
gradient promotes tap root species while a smooth gradient promotes mixed
communities. Counting the number of coexisting species in the mixed com-
munities is difficult since we get Red Queen evolutionary dynamics, i.e. the
evolved community never settles on an ESS. Instead there is always an open
niche that can be filled by a new strategy. When this niche is filled a new
niche opens up somewhere else, and this process seems to go on ad infinitum.
At least, we could not find a stable community, even after many iterations.

Objective 3: Characterize the response of crown shape to changes in light

environment, both for optimized shapes without light competition and evolved

shapes with light competition.

First we look at the case with optimized crown shapes. In Paper III we
investigate the Pareto efficient front where the tree crown optimally balances
light-use and crown-rise efficiency. Light-use efficiency is defined as the mean
light assimilation of all leaves in the crown, and crown-rise efficiency as de-
pending on the lost leaf mass for crowns with isometric scaling during growth.
We make a number of assumptions: (1) leaves have a homogeneous distri-
bution within the crown, (2) total mass is constant to be able to compare
shapes, (3) the tree is connected to the ground at only one point and tree
width is scaled such that the total mass is constant using the pipe model, (4)
self-shading depends on leaf area per volume, and leaf area is proportional to
leaf mass, which in turn depends on the crown volume. By comparing the
Pareto efficient front at four different light gradients (corresponding to shad-
ing from neighbouring trees), and three different incident sun light angles we
can identify the interesting light environments.

At a strong light gradient we find that only top-heavy shapes are optimal.
This is expected, since trees will put the leaves where the light is. When
light gradient is flat, i.e., there is no shading from a forest, a low bush is
optimal. It is minimizing self-shading by maximizing crown volume. Light-
use and crown-use efficiency trade-offs occur when the light gradient is weak
or intermediate. In this situation self-shading and shading from neighbouring
trees are comparable, enabling interesting interactions.
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Using multi-objective optimization we find more than one optimal tree
shape in intermediate light environments, indicating potentially coexistence
tree crown shapes. Our results suggest environments where tree crown shapes
can coexist, but there is no competition among shapes. Therefore, in the next
study, we introduce competition for light.

Now we move on to evolving the crown shapes. In Paper IV we compared
the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) with net primary productivity (NPP)
and leaf area index (LAI). As expected the ESS was far away from the strategy
maximizing NPP. This is also what is observed in a natural forest, an old
forest has a low NPP since the trunks are costly to maintain, compared to a
more productive grassland or young forest. Surprisingly, we did not find any
coexisting tree shape strategies, since the convergence stable strategy was also
an evolutionarily stable strategy. The reason is probably that the mean-field
shading is dominating over self-shading. Therefore only top-heavy shapes can
exist in our model since we do not let tree height evolve. If height had evolved
possibly low shade tolerant strategies possibly could have coexisted with tall
shade intolerant strategies.

We could identify important tree crown trade-offs through this model. To
keep self-shading low the crown volume has to be large, which is achieved by a
large crown width-per-height ratio. On the other hand crown width-to height
ratio cannot be too large since increasing this trait also increases the mass
of sapwood and heartwood, which in turn increase respiration and turnover
costs. Competitive trees should put leaves high up thereby increasing light
assimilation, and supressing the light assimilation of other strategies. This
race towards more and more top-heavy shapes is mainly balanced by lower
crown-rise efficiency for top-heavy crowns, but also to some extent by a higher
ratio of non-productive sapwood and heartwood. We use the same model for
growth efficiency as in Paper 3.

A large set of environmental factors change with latitude. Here we consider
three factors that are important for growth: productivity, incident sun angle
and light assimilation response curve. We try to disentangle the mixed influ-
ence of the two light factors. We also vary site productivity, to take into ac-
count for example precipitation and soil nutrients. We find that when incident
sun angle decrease with increasing latitude, both top-heaviness and width-to-
height ratio decreased with latitude. When only light response decrease with
increasing latitude, top-heaviness again decreases, but crown width-to-height
ratio decrease only for low productivity, otherwise it is increasing slightly.
When both sun angle and light response decrease with increasing latitude
top-heaviness is always decreasing while width-to-height ratio is almost unaf-
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fected, except when productivity is low and it is decreasing.
Finally, we find that crown top-heaviness increase and saturates with in-

creasing net primary production (NPP) or leaf area index (LAI) at ESS, while
crown width-to-height ratio has a maximum at intermediate NPP or LAI at
ESS. Since NPP and LAI have the same impact we refer to both as just NPP.
At low productivity or poor lighting conditions we have a low NPP at ESS
and also a low density of plants. This means that the competition for light
is weak and therefore crowns will evolve to be bottom heavy. As NPP at
ESS increases light competition increases and crowns will evolve to be more
top-heavy until lower growth efficiency does not allow any more increase. For
crown width-to-height ratio the story is a bit more complicated. Low NPP
at ESS gives a narrow crown since the resources are low and narrow crowns
are cheap. As NPP at ESS increases the crown will be wider since this low-
ers self-shading, until mean-field shading starts to become more important
than self-shading. Then there is no point in evolving any wider crowns and
trees will be to be narrow again to reduce the sapwood and heartwood mass,
thereby decreasing costs for respiration and turnover.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

Evolutionary games and optimization have a long history in biological mod-
elling. Optimization can be seen as a simple form of evolution without fre-
quency dependence (Metz et al., 2008). Early evolutionary models were based
on discrete strategies, for example Chicken, and Hawk-Dove games (Maynard-
Smith & Price, 1973). 20 years ago techniques to deal with evolving popu-
lations with continuous traits were developed (Metz et al., 1996). Critical in
evolutionary models is to define which traits to evolve, for example seed mass
(Rees et al., 1997), or plant height (King, 1990). Modelling the evolution of
more than one trait or functional-valued traits is more difficult but possible.
We study traits with a trade-off, often giving an internal fitness maximum. A
well-known trade-off in tree height is light assimilation vs structural stability.
Tall trees can assimilate a lot of light but on the other hand they have to
invest in very costly trunks. When introducing competition among strategies
we get a game. The winner of this game is the strategy with the highest
relative fitness, which means that to win you have to grow faster than your
competitor. In biology the number of offspring usually measures the fitness.
More precisely it is the basic reproductive number that determines species
fitness, which is the number of offspring produced by each individual that in
turn can produce new offspring. If a strategy produces more viable offspring
at ecological equilibrium than another strategy, it will outcompete the other
strategy over time. For coexistence to occur over long time two strategies must
have the same basic reproductive number (=1), but typically it is very hard
to achieve coexistence over a long time in an artificial environment, for ex-
ample a coexisting prey and predator fish in an aquarium. For long-lived and
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large organisms such as trees a good option to study evolution is by computer
simulation, or in some very simple cases, by pen and paper. One must keep
in mind that the result of computer simulations depends on the assumptions,
and many simplifying assumptions are needed to make a model tractable.

We have looked at plant evolution from an ecological and an evolution-
ary perspective. Plants are of course almost infinitely more complicated than
depicted in our models, but by focusing on a few traits we have been able
to analyse the evolution of plants. One aim of this thesis is to contribute to
the understanding of plant coexistence, but we also want to understand how
plants respond to environmental changes. This is a connected and equally
important question considering the rapid on going global warming. In this
thesis we have explored themes related to global warming, for example the
influence of productivity and season length on optimal flowering time. We
found that the optimal flowering time response to increased productivity can
be reversed if vegetative growth is constrained (Paper I). We also looked at
the influence of drought on diversity, and found coexisting trees with and
without tap roots. Surprisingly this community could not reach an evolution-
ary equilibrium due to Red Queen dynamics (Paper III). In two papers we
investigated evolving tree crowns, a difficult problem regarding the longevity
and complex functional response of trees. First we used multi-objective op-
timization of crown shape and tree height and here we found a long front of
Pareto efficient strategies corresponding to large differences in crown shape
strategies at intermediate lighting conditions (Paper II). Second we evolved
the crown shapes in an asymmetric light game with size-structured trees and
found only one evolutionary stable strategy far away from the net primary
production maximum (Paper IV). The reason that we do not find coexistence
in this case could be that our class of crown shapes is too small. Tall and
top-heavy trees have a larger mass and therefore larger carbon storage than
low bottom-heavy trees. Increasing carbon storage in forests in one way to
reduce atmospheric CO2, and therefore reduce global warming.

Global warming, overpopulation, and land use are some of the imminent
threats to plant diversity. As the temperature rises and the weather becomes
more extreme habitats become inhabitable and extinction awaits those species
that only have local populations and are not able to move swiftly to new
habitats. In Europe it is estimated that around half of the plant species
could be vulnerable or threatened by the late 21st century (Thullier et al.
2005). These predictions come with large uncertainties, because of potential
refuges for species especially in mountain areas. These refuges may however
not be very safe due to landscape fragmentation caused by for example fire
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and land use. Given the current rapid changes in ecosystems, an increased
understanding of the evolution of plant strategies is urgent if we are to preserve
plant diversity for the future.

In this thesis I have tried to increase the understanding of plant response
to some of the ongoing environmental changes. Clearly much remains to be
done. Below I give some suggestions to what I see as interesting extensions
to the presented studies.

1. Co-evolution of germination and flowering time in annual plants have
not been studied to our knowledge, and this would be an interesting
extension to Paper I. Theoretically this is a challenging extension since
germination is prior to flowering and thereby constructs the niche for
the flowering, according to niche construction theory (Odling-Smee et
al, 1996).

2. Root-shoot allocation is an important trait for drought survival but this
trait has not been studied theoretically in a growing size-structured for-
est. Here the ground water availability could be dynamically coupled to
the population dynamics, or static like in Paper III. An extra dimen-
sion to consider is that ground water availability can vary greatly across
the landscape. To reach the high availability patches seed dispersal and
reproductive timing are also important.

3. Coevolution of tree crown shape and height would be an interesting
extension to Paper IV.

In the future we will probably see an increased use of optimization and
evolution based models in plant ecology. Instead of seeing optimization and
evolution principles as complications they should be viewed as powerful tools
to understand basic principles. One thing is sure, the rate of data produc-
tion will continue to increase and to interpret the enormous mass of data we
need models based on basic principles. Presently there are large gaps in our
understanding of these basic principles and therefore we do not know how
plants might respond to environmental changes. One reason is that we have
not studied plants for long time enough, but another reason is poor commu-
nication between theoreticians and empiricists. Hopefully, future researchers
will try to facilitate this communication.
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